
Movian - Bug #1308
PS3 - Audio glitches when playing over CIFS
10/09/2012 01:19 AM - Chris Bourne

Status: Fixed Start date: 10/09/2012
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: Audio Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.2
Found in version: 4.0 Platform: PS3
Description

When playing files (video or audio) over CIFS I encounter crackles/pops at random points.  Playing the same files from a USB flash
drive is clean.  
Video seems to be unaffected, and watching youtube videos is clean as well.

I have had the crackles/pops in later 3.xx versions (all that I tried / all that I could get working with CIFS anyway), 4.0 stable as well as
the latest testing (4.1.176)

I seem to get them on all codecs - MP3, FLAC as well as audio with xvid/264 videos.

I'm connected over Gigabit LAN to my server, which is a Solaris 11 box with a ~9TB ZFS pool.

To me, it seems to be a buffering issue (but then again, video is unaffected). Is there anything I can provide log-wise to help track this
down?

There is some discussion about this here -> https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/boards/15/topics/5636?r=5782#message-5782

Associated revisions
Revision be1c8339 - 11/21/2012 11:01 PM - Andreas Smas

More audio pipeline rework

Make it work on PS3 and pulseaudio

Fixes #1408
Fixes #1308
Fixes #1005
Fixes #964

History
#1 - 11/21/2012 10:09 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Audio
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 4.2

I think I know what this is about.

Will be fixed soonish hopefully.
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#2 - 11/21/2012 11:14 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:be1c8339636c1eb36b9c2b3d6be37099a7cc94c3.

#3 - 11/22/2012 02:30 AM - Jerome Morrow

Now works perfect.... Thanks
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